Abstract. Ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves are ubiquitous in the magnetosphere. Previous studies 19 mostly focused on ULF waves in the dayside or near-earth region (with radial distance R < 12 RE). In this ULF wave parameters and substorm occurrences is carried out. We find that the wave frequency is higher 33 after the substorm onset than before it, and the frequency differences are more obvious in the midnight 34 region than in the flank region.
88
This paper will be organized as follows. In section 2, the data set and the selection criteria of the ULF 
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In this study, we mainly use ion velocity data to identify ULF waves, following the technique of
123
Takahashi (2015). They suggested that using velocity is better than using magnetic field data, because As shown in Fig. 1 , the region concerned in this work is X * GSM < 0 RE and 8 RE < R < 32 RE. frequency (within 0.5 mHz), we consider them as a single event.
142
The process of selecting wave events and distinguishing the wave mode in this study is as follows. analysis is applied to all three components of ion velocity (Fig. 2 ). to the total ion density (j) and total magnetic field (k) which are used for excluding mirror-like structures. as both an azimuthal oscillating event and a radial oscillating event.
158
In total, we find 1089 azimuthal oscillating wave events and 566 radial oscillating wave events, with 159 an average event-time duration of ~54 minutes. We further plot the relationship between the peak frequency and the distance from earth in Fig. 5 . It
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shows that the frequency can be as low as 0.55 mHz. As shown in Fig. 5a and 5b, the median frequency 202 of azimuthal oscillating events decreases with increasing radial distance from the Earth in the region with 203 8 RE < R < 16 RE, and the same trend is found for the radial oscillating events with 8 RE < R < 14 RE. Specifically, in the Wilcoxon rank sum test, a "P-value" result greater than 0.01 means there is no 210 significant statistical difference between two datasets. The P-value for the dawn and dusk side data sets 211 is 0.4535 (for all azimuthal and radial oscillating events). This confirms that the dawn and dusk side 212 frequency data sets belong to the same distribution. Ba and Er are shown in the bottom panels, in which three dotted lines indicate the 60°, 90°, 120° phase 228 differences respectively. We can see that the first event (Fig. 6a) shows characteristics of standing wave 229 as indicated by the ~90° phase difference between Ba and Er, while the second event (Fig. 6b) As shown in Fig. 3 , in the region of 8 RE < R < 12 RE, there is no obvious dawn-dusk asymmetry in the 
Frequency distribution 282 283
As shown in Fig. 5a and 5b, the frequency decreases with increasing radial distance from the Earth for 284 both azimuthal oscillating events (8 RE < R < 16 RE) and radial oscillating events (8 RE < R < 14 RE). This suggest that our data may underestimate the proportion of standing wave events. Even so, the finding that 296 only 2 % of events in the down-tail region (R > 16 RE) can be identified as standing waves suggests that 297 the standing waves are far less common on the highly stretched field lines.
298
As shown in Fig. 5c and 5d, there is no obvious dawn-dusk asymmetry in the ULF wave frequency feature from that of the events in the inner or dayside magnetosphere. This suggests that neither of the 309 above mechanisms for producing asymmetry are important within the region of interest in our study. This 310 may be expected for the turbulent magnetosheath flow mechanism more applicable to higher frequencies.
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The influence of particle injection from the ionosphere may be weakened by higher ExB drift speeds and 312 longer field line lengths in the nightside magnetotail region, compared to the near-earth region. index.
333
The possibility that substorm activity may affect the frequency of ULF waves, and thereby influence 334 the distribution of ULF frequencies in our database, is examined using the following method, based on 335 the substorm event list of (Forsyth et al., 2015) . The ULF wave events were divided into two categories 336 based on their start time relative to the onset time of individual substorm events. The first category ("type 337 one") consists of events that occurred more than two hours after the most recent substorm onset, and more 338 than one hour before the next substorm onset. These events are considered to be independent of substorm 339 activity. The second category ("type two") consists of events that occurred between zero and two hours 340 after the most recent substorm onset. In principle a third category consisting of events that occur less than 341 one hour before the next substorm onset could be defined, however this category contains very few events, 342 so their frequency characteristics will not be discussed here. The radial dependence of median frequency 343 for type one and two events is shown in Fig. 9a We have statistically studied the distributions of the occurrence rate and frequency of the Pc5-6 ULF 
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(1) In the far magnetotail region (12 RE < R< 32 RE), the occurrence rates of both azimuthal and 374 radial oscillating events are higher in the post-midnight region than in the pre-midnight region. In the 375 near-earth magnetotail (8 RE < R < 12 RE), the occurrence rates of azimuthal oscillating events are 376 comparable on the dawn and dusk side, while the occurrence rates of radial oscillating events are higher 377 on the dusk side, which is similar to the distributions in the inner magnetosphere (4 RE < R < 9 RE).
378
(2) Statistically, the peak frequency decreases as the increase of radial distance from Earth for both 379 azimuthal oscillating events (8 RE < R < 16 RE) and radial oscillating events (8 RE < R < 14 RE). A possible 380 explanation for this distribution is that at least 52 % events (including both azimuthal and poloidal 381 oscillating events) are standing waves in the region of 8-16 RE, while only 2 % are unambiguous standing 382 waves in the region of 16-32 RE. Moreover, the frequencies for all the events in this paper do not show 383 obvious dawn-dusk asymmetry as found in previous studies for waves in the inner magnetosphere (4 RE 384 < R < 9 RE), where the wave frequencies are higher in the dawn side than in the dusk side.
385
(3) The ULF wave occurrence rates are higher for larger solar wind velocity and solar wind Pd 
